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YOUNG M AN AT DAWN
There’s nothing much finer
Than a morning alone,
While a house full of people
Who aren’t quite at home
With thoughts that you’re thinking
Or feelings you feel
Are sleeping quite snug
In their warm little beds.
Time and again
I’ve tried to lie down
And sleep as they do
Without struggle or sound,
But I toss and I turn
And I struggle in vain
To let myself drift
In an untroubled dream.
There’s nothing much finer
Than a moment at dawn
To pause where you are
And see where you’ve gone.
It’s one of the finest,
This moment at home,
While the world waits to wake
And you go it alone.

Chip McDaniel

Like a child with brand new shoes, I walked along the
banks of the meandering stream that wanders through
the patches of trees as yet left untouched by the “land
developers.” As I continued my perilous journey from
rock to rock, I thought of what this place used to be like.
Long before the bulldozers came to clear the way for
the strings of houses, positioned in twos, directly
across from each other along winding roads placed
randomly about the countryside. Long before the
farmers’ fields of com, soybeans and wheat covered the
land in neat, orderly lines along the slopes of the hills.
I thought o f all the trees that must have grown here.
Oaks, Hickories, and Maples, standing tall and proud,
covering the land for miles. Now all that remains of
that ground forest are the patches of trees through
which I walked, gingerly, like a child with new shoes.

Jason C .Agutter

THE DARK

Down jaded streets, along rain washed gutters,
I walk.
Shadows flicker across writhing walls. Silence falls
upon the copper-sweet stench of rot and decay.
Rats feast on some decaying corpse.
I walk.
Moonlight breaks the leathery wings of darkness only
to be swallowed by ravenous crevasses and dark
crannies.
A failed attempt.
I walk.
Nothing moves in the night of despair. Fear does not
exist.
Logic, calculation, rationality weigh like steel bracelets
on a drowning man.
I stop.
Every choreographed move is made on cue. A perfec
tion most Thespians would envy.
Sounds erupt into the night, blood pounding, rushing,
the rustling of cloth, the stir of heavy air.
The moonlight breaks again and glints from blue eyes
to blued steel.
No moment exists but for the living, and dying, on the
edge.
A trip hammer sounds, the last I hear.

‘Everett (D. {McCoy

HOLES
The sky!
I crane my neck and look up over the tall stall
up over the new Venetian blind
There at the top of the window is framed the sky!
Trees budding out, dangling flowers
twisted silhoouettes against the clear blue back drop.
When I first got my new office, I arranged my desk so
that I could look out at the sky.
Marilyn made me move it.
Next to the wall, looking at the blackboard, facing the
door.
She wanted me in a secretary’s place.
I had to sit next to the other office where the new man
will sit
if they get a new man.
That was ten months ago.
We still don’t have a new man.
I’m still sitting expectantly outside his vacant office
staring
at the black board waiting to greet his visitors who of
course
never come.
I hate being squeezed into holes in which I don’t fit.

Mary ‘Bird

The kids have made a dinner
on a blanket in the yard.
“Come and play, Mommie.”
maple leaf canapes
broccoli quiche with grass
garlic “sticks” on a frisbee
chocolate mud pie
on their best broken china

Sour milk on my shoulder
Baby poop under my fingernail.

Once I looked deeply
Within myself.
When I quit laughin’.
I finished up the dishes.
Trying to listen.

Marjorie ‘W ilBur

Margie ^Boston

living with disappointment
Surely, she thought it would be easier to live alone
than to live with disappointment.
Living alone, she would wake each day alone, face each
day alone, ‘with no arm to cling to’ no hope of arm to
cling to.
No hope of a kind word, a smiling face, a helping hand.
Surely, it would be easier than living with disappoint
ment.
Disappointment was full of promises, unfulfilled prom
ises. Weren’t they worse than no promises at all?
Wouldn’t it be better to know each spring that you
were going to dig the garden yourself by hand than to
count on disappointment to do it for you?

M ary‘B ird

EVENING B Y RADIO
Outside the door, she’s gone.
Here in the room,
Disfigured remains of a
Candle lit long before
Fall in ugly yellow puddles on the floor.
Meanwhile I,
Though only God knows why,
Pick up assorted junk
That one collects—
Papers, books, a magazine—
Throw some away,
Put others on a shelf,
Browse through a copy old and tom
That never quite gets thrown away.
Tomorrow I’ll wonder why
The place seems stark and new.
I’ll swear because
The book kept close by
Is now across the room,
Safely locked in wood and glass.
But for now,
I throw the rest away,
Blow out the light
And lie and listen to
The night’s last song.

Chip Mc'Daniet

Urp'sHunt
The breeze stirred the leaves on the trees gently. It whistled
through the treetops singing a song of spring. Urp paused. He
rested his spear on the ground and looked around. The forest was
relatively heavy here-it would provide him with good cover. He
sniffed as the breeze stirred again.
Urp was assaulted by a barrage of smells-- pine needles and
lilacs were particularly strong. He also discovered dogwoods,
maples, oaks—oops! Skunk! Urp moved onward. He sniffed again,
hoping for animal smells. Garlic—no, that was a plant; Onions no,
those weren’t animals either; wild ro se - no, not even edible... wait!
There it was— and not just any prey, either -th is one was his
favorite!
He silently moved in the direction o f the enticing smell, carefully
keeping him self downwind of the animals. He came to the crest o f
a hill and, looking through the trees, he saw a clearing in the valley
below. There, grazing on the rich green grass and clover was his
objective! He crouched down into the shrubs to pick his target.
At that moment a fly landed on Urp’s nose. It began to itch
violently. Urp grimaced. Why did this always happen when he was
trying to be quiet? Oh, no, now he was going to sneeze! Ah - ah AHHHL.ahhhh. The fly left! Just in time!
Urp picked out his target-an older animal who’s best years were
behind him. He wondered briefly if it were male or female. It
seemed that only the animals themselves could tell for sure. They
all looked pretty much the same to anyone else. Despite close
examination o f ones they caught none o f his tribe had ever managed
to figure out any differences that would indicate gender.
He carefully hefted his spear and took aim. He drew his arm
back and then thrusted forward...SQUACK! SQUACK! SQUACK!
An obnoxious bird in the tree overhead yelled loudly. The herd took
flight! They rapidly rolled down the hill towards the pile of rectan
gular red stones which was their home. His spear missed com 
pletely.
Urp would have sworn profusely, but swearing hadn’t been in
vented yet. He sighed. Luck was not his today. He wondered briefly
about waiting on top of the strange pile of rocks that housed his prey
until they should reappear. He discarded the idea quickly. Even the
best of the climbers in his tribe could not scale that nearly sheer wall!
It’s red rectangular stones were fastened together with some kind o f

white mud that was itself rock hard. He wondered how it had been
formed. It didn’t look like any other rock pile he had ever seen. It
looked so ... so ... so ... well, ... so un-rock-pile-like. Urp was
frustrated. Sometimes he needed more words. There just weren’t
enough of them. He wanted a different name, too. Everyone he
knew was named Urp - even his wife, it was the only name they
knew how to spell.
Urp’s thoughts drifted back to his prey’s lair. If only he could
figure out a way into it! He could nearly taste it now - the dry soft
outside, the fatty, meaty, juicy inside, and the leaves and red fruit
paste that was in between the two. Actually, he didn’t care much for
the round green sour things or the pieces of onion, but they were his
favorite meal anyway, if only they weren’t so hard to catch!
One of the other people in Urp’s tribe (who was of course named
Urp) had tried to raise these animals recently. He had thought that
this might be possible since something similar has been done with
grass by his cousin in a neighboring tribe. (His cousin’s name was
Winston Thornton Edgeton the third, but people in other tribes
couldn’t figure out how to spell that so they just called him Weirdo.
They couldn’t spell that either, but at least it was easier to remem
ber.) Unfortunately all that Urp’s tribe had gotten when they
planted the seeds that were embedded on the tops of the animals
were little plants. No one understood why it worked for grass and
not for these animals. For that matter,no one understood why
Weirdo had bothered trying to grow grass in the first p lace-it was
already all over the place and now he just spent a lot of time making
it grow so he could cut it.
As Urp’s train of thought drifted back to the taste o f his prey,
he began to wonder why such an apparently defenseless and
delicious animal could remain so numerous. He supposed that it
had something to do with the magic symbol painted on their lair. He
grunted. It must be strong magic for the herd to be that numerous.
There were still incredible numbers of them even though over 50
billion had been killed! Maybe he should have the magic symbol
painted on his cave. Urp thought about it. Yes, he decide, as soon
as he had caught something to pay the tribe’s medicine man with,
he would have the golden arches painted over his own cave.

fTrua?c

Marion L. Strouse

THE LADY
THE TYGER
THE GARDEN
Lady lady shining bright
In my bed and in the night
What Immortal hand or eye
Did make such beautiful symmetry?
In what distant seas or skies
Did she conceive to light thine eyes?
On what wings did she aspire
To pluck that fruit, to seize the fire?
On what shoulder and whose art
Did twist within the chamber’s heart?
And when thy heart began to beat
Whose dread hand, that made thy feet?
When the hammer forged the chain
How Savage did he make thy brain?
Where the anvil, what cold grasp
Drew forth the holy fruit at last?
When the men throw down their spears
And fill the Earth with all their tears
Will he smile his work to see?
Did he who make the Man make me?
Tyger Tyger burning bright
In the forests of the night
What immortal hand or eye
Dare frame thy fearful symmetry?

Marcia ‘Waggoner
Adaptation from William Blake's "The Tyger”

TEARS
Faulty light or wind cracked in desperate need of telling
why tears fall if others can’t be reached
we call to mind deeds that creep in shattered glass
pastry filled dishes that mourn time.
Clever obstacles rambling past eyes take to the moon
with teardrops again reaching into the orbs.
Night blinding but not soothing
needless energy that waits
why?
Personal expertise is lost to encroaching truth.
This is the dawn and I am not the truth
of course if the truth be known
then granite mounds of ash should not be let to live
with others in a paradise of their own creation,
but does the effects of an overabundant threshold
lead to grant the promises that can be imagined
from the response of the others
that dream of tears.

Qene Jayson

PARTY ANIMALS

Relaxation
through intoxication.
Forget your problems, forget your name.
A drugged fixation
without temptation.
As you see, it’s a guilt-free game.
Now procreation
for recreation.
No children or love when done.
Aborting a nation
to control population.
This is the state of fools and their young.
And society won’t change
for an outside voice,
screaming on paper
for a change from within...
...They don’t even want to hear it,
unless the damned thing rhymes.

Jim Raiser

CHOICES

A nameless man died today,
his number adds to an already innumerable count.
His soul is without funeral service
as his body lies on the ground.
Pick your country.
But in America, there is no sound
of this death and o f the many like others...
...even when the death is on your own street.
A Mass is celebrated, but not for his death,
or anyone elses, but for Christ’s.
Thousands of Masses for the Savior,
but none for the Saved.
The ornate riches of the church cannot spare for its
members
who die today, without glory or recognition.
The Church’s spaciousness can’t house today’s hungry,
even if we were willing to turn our palace to the
deceased Savior into a shelter for those He saved.
Saved to die hungry on the streets of dirt
while we worship Him under crosses o f gold.

Jim Raiser

1Emma 9Qnd

I watch my life go by
Frame by frame
A spectacular slide show for one
As memory projects itself onto the present
Next frame, next frame, next frame.
Skipping about, ahead and back, instantaneously
Past thousands of slides
Never changing a carousel
All the while adding more slides to the show.
Jason C. flu tte r

LE REVE RENCONTRE

Doucement sage,
Si jeune, si belle,
Je te seule regarde
Au milieu d’elles.
Tumejetes
Un coup d’oueil,
Assise seule,
Souriante,
Entouree
Mais eloignee
De mille des autres.
Ici grandit l’attrait,
Ton charme.
Ici,
Ou je te seule regarde,
Ici,
Ou je ne peux pas t’embrasser,
Ici,
Ou je ne peux que te rSver.

ONE D A Y A S I WATCHED YOU PLAY
Softly wise,
So young, so fair,
Fm seeing only you
Among so many others.
Glancing out to me,
You sit alone,
Smiling,
Encircled, but
So distanced from
A thousand who are not you.
Here I feel the attraction of your charm.
Here,
Where Fm seeing only you,
Here,
Where I can never hold you close,
Here,
Where I can only dream of you.

Chip Mc'DanieC

Mike Compton

THE WEATHER OF RAILROADS
Nodding on a cockcrow Am track,
Lulled by the ticking of ties,
The sweep of a floodstage Missouri,
Coal barges in drizzle,
Birds wheeling the luminous oxbows.
Railclatter crossing bells.
Back in the diner,
Conductor blows rings at forms:
“John door’s broke, A C ’s broke,
the train crew’s broke....”
Track side junkyards flow,
Miles of loading docks,
Rustpiles, tankcars on sidings.
Cranes dangle hooks over
Wrecks heaped like husks:
A schoolbus full of mufflers,
Cracked foundry ladles
Like churchbells on a flatbed.
Black grandma across the aisle:
“Jesus what makes you breathe....”
But Heaven’s only a switchback
In this here to there stream
O f iron slang and rocking Pullmans
And we are the weather of railroads,
Just blowing through.

Qary Carson

SCREENPLAY #3 FOR T-SHIRT CANTATA

One shirt follows another as you walk along the street
Belem
State of Para
Brazil
Wild West
Amazon
Cowboy
Break the Dance
Infinite Liberty
On the Road
Track of Nobody
Midnight
Mother Survivor
New York Times
Rolling Stones
Jungle Baby
Satisfaction
Be a Nice Guy
Reproduce
Dangerous Tigers
One Life to Live. Addict.
Fact Feet?
No, Fast Feet
Rivalry of Winter?
Yes, Rivalry of Winter

And endless invitations* across gentle chests:
Oui!
Yes
Fm ready
Fm EASY
Feel it
Upward Mobility
Oi!
Match ‘em up
Imagine
Bottomless
(not)
Yours for the Asking

Garlic Is As Good As Ten Mothers

Fm Nobody
Vote for Jesus
Real Savage
Chance (by Joseph Conrad)
Take anyone
Mystery
Merda
No Comets

heads on moving bodies swinging to the rock songs
that's liberty
Charlie Chaplin
Janis Joplin
John Lennon
James Dean
Che Guevara
Charlie
Chaplin
"More than machinery
we need humanity.”
Charlie Chaplin
And this from the Walt Whitman of Brazil, Carlos
Drummond de Andrade:
The song
I make
will
wake up
the old guys
and bring sleep
to the children.

Eu preparo
uma conjao
que fa£a
acordar
os homens
e adormecer
as crianjas.
FIM

Note: The t-shirt is the garment of choice in the equato
rial city of Belem. A surprising majority of the shirts are
in English and often the wearer does not know what he
or she* is broadcasting.
James (Bogan

James (Bogan

VISITORS
They visit me these preppy birds;
with college thoughts of where to go;
Of “Esterhazy” and of “Ulm” but words;
To take TWA to and stand upon tip-toe;
Seeing what Haydn saw and heard;
Tasting of our Germanic mother-tongue;
Travels, not long to be deferred;
To countries, sound-scapes, finding where they may
belong.
I can play them some recorded Lieder and Concerti;
Or remind them what it was that Goethe or Schiller
said;
And tell of battle’s carnage they are not to see;
Nor will they count the Austrian, nor Italian dead;
For theirs is now the civilization, then, so dearly
bought;
Not my Mastercard; but against the Master Race those
died and fought.

9\(icfiolas (Knight

PLAYTHINGS
The crouching black mass
waits in the tall grass,
still, silent, preparing for murder.
The prey wanders by,
its reflection in the eye
of the beast who will put it asunder.
The beast lunges, agile, lithe,
its unlucky prey will now writhe
in its claws to its own unending joy.
For nothing is as sweet
as the calculated defeat
by the cat of his unyielding toy.

(Everett (D. McCoy

LEVITICUS

Am that I Am burned a bush,
Cold flame, shrub of veins;
Lamb with seven horns & eyes
Savored a bed of flesh coals,
Fretting leprosy in fire,
Incense of screams, sentient offering,
Lapped bullock blood & dung,
Commanding carcasses for idols,
Rams for sin, kids of goats
Stripped to the spine for Trinity;
Host of Hosts down on His knees,
Slurping gristle, rump, fat of the innards,
Squatting to gnaw toes and fingers,
How He loves the little children.

Qary Carson

9{odQi6[er

WALLS

I hate you. I have spent four days hating you. My
hate is pure bright clean hard as glass or ice nothing
will melt it. I called the spirits. I offered up tobacco.
Help me help me. Hatred eats at me. All inside I feel
it gnawing the lining of my stomach my heart my sex.
I need to cover my typewriter with a red cloth to
protect it from dust. It is the altar on which I sacri
fice my hate.
The angels came they took away the ghosts the spir
its of Amber, Chelsea, Marin. They took away the
phone bills, the phone calls, they took away the im
age of you and Marin framed in the glass of the stu
dio window, faces alive animated in each other’s
light. Was that picture the spark that lit the care
fully tended tinder box o f fuel that I always carry
with me? I search incessantly for a spark to set it off.
I love to bum, to be consumed by hatred, to wallow in
my pain, my hurt, my pain, my hurt. And that is
why I chose you. You never disappoint me.

The question still remain of whether if I trust you, if I
let go o f my fears of being hurt, if you will indeed hurt
me or if you will grow too.
The angels said, love him nourish him with love, let
him be the pure beautiful soul that he is. Let him
paint Amber and Marin and Chelsea, let him call them
and laugh with them and be alive with them. Let him
love you.
I will try. Deep within me there is an infinite well of
love. I feel it flowing upward, coloring me a soft grey,
warming me into shades of pink. I feel the spirits
teasing me, laughing at me for my foolishness.
All right, basta, enough. I know when I am forced up
against a wall I must break through, I must grow.
Pow! My fist knocks through the walls of my fear,
my hatred, my hurt, my unworthiness and it turns
into bright little stars that fall like snow on a quiet
night.

Mary (Bird

SENSATIONS
Searing pain and anguish: my body screams for relief
from the blazing yellow star in the sky. Cracked and dry
lips renew the agony with every breath. I do not have
much hope for surivial. When I fled from my hotly burn
ing craft, I had not considered the unfriendly climate of
the region. It seems cruelly ironic that, on a planet with
a surface covered by 71% water, my ship should fail and
plummet to a region completely devoid of water. Without
a survival suit, which burned in the craft, I shall surely
dehydrate and die.
Already, the scorching star is blistering my usually
moist, green skin. Swollen and cottony, my tongue
denies my throat and lungs the air I need to live. Mirages
glimmer and sheen on the horizon. The sand brands
hundreds of tiny craters into my right cheek. I am too
weak to move; pieces of my craft are embedded in my
back, apparently severing my spine. I give small thanks
for my inability to register any pain below that wound.
My ship has already been reduced to cinders.
Even with my eyes shut, that cursed yellow star
blazes through my lids, grilling my eyes in their sockets
like meatballs. I feel faint as I open my eyes to search for
some sign of intelligent life. By this time I have faced the
reality of the situation: if I do not find someone to aid me,
I am lost. In the hazy distance I see a large bipedal crea
ture, probably a stupid mammal. Its skin is a dark
brown, almost black. It walks nearly upright, and seems
to have an opposing thumb! Could a mammal have devel
oped intelligence on this planet? No, surely not. Its face
is covered with curly black hair, as are his legs and chest.
It seems to have a mane of sorts about its neck.

What is that on my left? Yes! A reptile; it is certainly
possible that reptiles had developed intelligence, as they
had on our neighboring world, though, as we all know,
amphibians are the most advanced, such as ourselves. I
shall try to initiate contact at this time.... No luck. The
small reptilian does not respond, nor even acknowledge
hearing me. This creature must be mind-deaf.
In desperation, I struggle up on my forearms, looking
farther for possible help... nothing. I must have aroused
the mammal's curiosity; it is approaching me. (Please
don't let it eat me; at least not until I am dead!) This
mammal seems to resemble our primates, though it car
ries a wooden tool or weapon. Could this creature be
intelligent? Once again, I futilely attempt contact... no
response. The animal does seem to have developed a
definite fascination for me. I may serve as something's
dinner tonight.
I will spare you any further details of my voyage, as
the outcome is most obvious; I will not survive. When you
have received this message, I will have been dead for
nearly three hundred years. Give my respect to my de
scendants.

End Telepathy...

Jeremy ‘Thompson

fybecca {Martin

NO PLACE TO TURN
When the sky becomes too vast and the weight of misty
clouds becomes like mother earth, look away.
Look to the sun.
When the brightness of the sun bums images through
your mind and sets the blood of your body to flame,
look away.
Look to the ground.
When the land becomes so far down that the green val
leys have turned to dust and your anchor becomes
the thread of life itself, look away.
Look inside.
When the blackness and the void threaten to choke out
every thought and you fear your own grip to fail, look
away.
Look at me.
I sit upon your shoulder and speak of light and life
and love.
I shield you from the clouds.
I shade you from the sun.
I hold you up, above the ground.
I love you in the darkness.
There are the clouds of dream and fantasy, the rays of
hope and wish, the land of courage and strength.
You are who you are, and I am that I am.

'Everett *D. McCoy

Sunny Icy morning
Foot steps crunching
Winter’s stained glass windows

Mike Stevenson

Night rain—
A million diamonds
In my headlights.

Marjorie Wilbur

Death comes
in many colors
for sleeping giants

Carol(Bullocfi

Bra gently
swings on doorknob

{RebeccaMartin

Rain puddle
holding pebbles
in the sky

Qene (Doty

Farm lake
reflecting star-filled sky—
Which way is up?

Carol‘BullocK

freshly painted porch
newly fallen leaves
stuck

2\nn (Key

Cow’s Breath
Icy fingers warmed
Warm pink nipples

Mike Stevenson

My mind running away
Leaving mouse foot-prints
When the door opens.

Marjorie Wilbur

In night’s blackness
bare tree branches
mingle with telephone wires

CarolBullock.

As he walked out the door
Snow falling down
only his footprints remained

Janey 'Blue

Morning Sun
Shadowed spectre
Warmed cat stretching-lazily

Mike Stevenson

One Man
One Woman
holding hands

iRebeccaMartin

Acorn trees
Tin roof echoing
Friendly sniper fire

Mike Stevenson

Pink and blue sunset.
God’s afghan
Tucking us in.

Marjorie Wilbur

I WATCHED A MINUTE DISAPPEAR
One after one,
Each little mark,
Each little notch,
Each tiny tick upon my watch
Sat silent as the hand of time
Swept over, by and gone.
How strange, I thought,
That I should stop,
That I should stand,
That I should look down to my hand
And watch the minute pass before
Me—over, by and gone.
How it must be
To be a mark,
To be a notch,
To be a tick upon my watch
And only watch the hand of time
Sweep always over, by and gone.

Chip McDaniel

